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Las Vegas, NV–April 28, 2015–Which country orders which kind of content? The Textbroker Content Map provides an
overview of the international content landscape for the first quarter of 2015.

In each country that Textbroker provides its services (DE, US, UK, PL, NL, FR, ES, IT, PT, BR), there has been a continuing trend toward
ordering lengthier articles at higher quality levels.

Overall, the majority of articles ordered through Textbroker during the first quarter regarded travel, shopping and products. In the U.S., a
significant number of orders were also about movies, news and television.

Across all country platforms, with the exception of Portugal, the average length for articles exceeded 320 words. The requested quality
level differed only slightly, with 4 stars – considered high-quality– being the most popular in 7 of the 10 platforms.

In both Germany and Italy, content was ordered most often at 3 stars although nearly as many articles were ordered at 4 stars. In the U.S.,
several large SEO projects resulted in 2-star orders being the most frequent; however, 4-star quality content followed closely and was most
popular among clients as a whole.

What kind of content do clients need?

As the order results from quarter 1 show, brands across the world understand the instrumental importance of including a blog in their
marketing strategy, improving the copy on their website and utilizing unique product descriptions, which is why clients mainly need
these three types of content. 

At Textbroker, the leading provider of on-demand, unique written content, there are thousands of authors registered in 10 countries that clients
can rely on for their content projects.

View the Textbroker Content Map.
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About Textbroker

Textbroker is the leading internet platform for on-demand, unique written content. Their marketplace of more than 100,000 US-based
freelance authors deliver high quality articles, blog posts, product descriptions, web copy, press releases, white papers and other types of
content. Additionally, Textbroker offers custom content from professional, native-speaking authors in German (textbroker.de), French
(textbroker.fr), UK English (textbroker.co.uk), Spanish (textbroker.es), Dutch (textbroker.nl), Italian (textbroker.it), Polish (textbroker.pl),
Portuguese (textbroker.pt) and Brazilian Portuguese (textbroker.com.br). They are backed, in part, by Viewpoint Capital Partners, a €200
million private equity firm. More information is available at www.textbroker.com.


